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Abstract 

 
Code mixing occurs when people mix two languages between their native language and English. 

Currently the use of code mixing has become commonplace on social media such as Facebook, 

Instagram, Twitter, WhatsApp and YouTube. In this study, the authors are interested in analyzing the 

mixed code on the Instagram. because Instagram is one of the favorite social media in Indonesia, 

many users get information faster through Instagram. And the more specific reason is because 

Instagram is easier to get interview responses, where Instagram users' lives can be seen on profiles, 

and user information is more accessible. This research is a study of code mixing used by Sunny Dahye. 

The purpose of this study is to describe the forms of code mixing that occur on Sunny Dahye uploads, 

and to find out the reasons why Sunny Dahye's Instagram caption uses English and Indonesian. The 

author found that the code mixed in the Instagram caption used a mixed language from Indonesian to 

English or vice versa. 
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Abstrak 

Pencampuran kode terjadi ketika orang mencampur dua bahasa antara bahasa asli dan bahasa Inggris 

mereka. Saat ini penggunaan code mixing sudah menjadi hal yang lumrah di media sosial seperti 

facebook, instagram, twitter, whatsapp dan youtube. Dalam penelitian ini, penulis tertarik untuk 

menganalisis kode campuran yang ada di Instagram. Karena Instagram merupakan salah satu media 

sosial favorit di Indonesia, banyak pengguna mendapatkan informasi lebih cepat melalui Instagram. 

Dan alasan yang lebih spesifik adalah karena Instagram lebih mudah mendapatkan respon wawancara, 

dimana kehidupan pengguna Instagram dapat dilihat di profil, dan informasi pengguna lebih mudah 

diakses. Penelitian ini merupakan studi tentang campur kode yang digunakan oleh Sunny Dahye. 

Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah mendeskripsikan bentuk-bentuk campur kode yang terjadi pada 

unggahan Sunny Dahye, dan mengetahui alasan caption Instagram Sunny Dahye menggunakan 

bahasa Inggris dan bahasa Indonesia. Penulis menemukan bahwa kode yang tercampur pada caption 

Instagram menggunakan bahasa campuran dari bahasa Indonesia ke bahasa Inggris atau sebaliknya. 

Kata kunci: Sosiolinguistik, bilingualisme, campur kode, caption instagram.
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INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of Problem 

In everyday life, we need 

communication with other people. We live 

in a world of languages. Therefore, we 

need to learn language. Language has an 

important role in the process of human 

interaction with each other. Language also 

plays an important role as the main topic 

that determines the success or failure of a 

communication. Language is closely 

related to how people communicate with 

each other. So, in learning a language we 

are also tied to people or society. In 

linguistics it is known as sociolinguistics. 

Sociolinguistics is the study of humans 

and society (Yuliana et al., 2015). 

Sociolinguistics studies the interaction of 

language and society, with language as a 

starting point. Variation is a key concept, 

applied to language itself and its use. The 

basic premise of sociolinguistics is that 

language varies and changes. As a result, 

language is not homogeneous - not for 

individual users and not within or between 

groups of speakers who speak the same 

language. Sociolinguists or people who 

learn a language must be familiar with a 

code. Code is a symbol of nationalism 

which is used by people to speak or 

communicate in language. Code is divided 

into code mixing and code redirection. 

Code mixing occurs when people mix two 

languages between their mother tongue 

and English. 

Currently the use of code mixing has 

become commonplace on social media 

such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 

WhatsApp and YouTube. Sometimes they 

mix languages in conversation, either 

directly or indirectly. The use of a 

combination of languages from Indonesian 

to English is not a taboo anymore. The 

reason is, English is the international 

language in the world. All countries learn 

English. Mixed languages have become a 

way of life for its users. This is influenced 

by the development of language that is 

easy to obtain and learn accompanied by 

technological developments. In this regard, 

it means that humans use language which 

is seen as a means of communication to 

express their ideas and identities with one 

another in everyday life on Instagram. 

Because language is seen as a means to an 

end, many people today use English as an 

international language which has been 

taught all over the world and has special 

strengths in communication, especially in 

the basis of interaction with other people 

in learning English. The relation to English 

is due to the influence of the academic and 

non-academic environments that arise 

from the use of variations in the language 

itself. In short, English is seen as a 

language that has a complex relationship 

with this globalization era which has its 



 
 

 
 

own control with the people who use it. 

Related to this, many people in Indonesia 

tend to use English to communicate with 

each other. 

In Indonesia, it is common practice 

to mix languages between Indonesian and 

English. It is part of Indonesian culture to 

mix English with their language in 

everyday conversation, even though the 

grammar and lexicons are different. 

Language mixing or code-mixing is one of 

the sociolinguistic phenomena that occurs 

in a bilingual or multilingual society. Code 

mixing occurs when speakers use both 

languages together to extend that they can 

change from one language to another in 

one speech. Even though they are not very 

good at English and due to the influence of 

globalization, people are trying to learn 

and express themselves using English. 

This fact can be found all around us, 

starting from real daily conversations or 

basic conversations on social media. In 

this regard, here the researcher focuses on 

the mixed Indonesian-English language 

used by the community in daily 

conversations with other people because it 

seems that the people themselves tend to 

mix languages between Indonesian and 

English, especially in the current 

millennial era. Code mixing is known as 

the process of mixing two languages by a 

speaker in communicating with other 

people (Pitaloka, 2017). As previously 

explained, today's society tends to use 

language by mixing one another. The 

phenomenon of mixed language is 

common on social media. One of the social 

media that has recently been used by many 

people in Indonesia is Instagram. 

Instagram in Indonesia is experiencing a 

very rapid development, especially for 

personal accounts. The use of code mixing 

in personal accounts indicates that users 

have a specific reason why they use code 

mixing during the communication itself. 

In this study, the authors are 

interested in analyzing the mixed code on 

the Instagram. because Instagram is one of 

the favorite social media in Indonesia, 

many users get information faster through 

Instagram. And the more specific reason is 

because Instagram is easier to get 

interview responses, where Instagram 

users' lives can be seen on profiles, and 

user information is more accessible. This 

research is a study of code mixing used by 

Sunny Dahye. The purpose of this study is 

to describe the forms of code mixing that 

occur on Sunny Dahye uploads, and to 

find out the reasons why Sunny Dahye's 

Instagram caption uses English and 

Indonesian. The author found that the code 

mixed in the Instagram caption used a 

mixed language from Indonesian to 

English or vice versa. To provide a little 

illustration, the researcher provides the 

following examples: 



 
 

 
 

 

Sunny Dahye: bisa guess video apa yang 

bakalan datang untuk temen-temen army? ;) 

komen dibawah ! 

 

/ Can you guess what video will come for 

Army friends? ;) comment below / 

From the example above is caption 

from Sunny Dahye . in the data Sunny use 

of English code in the sentence that was 

written. In sunny statement the context 

“bisa guess video apa yang bakalan datang 

untuk temen-temen army? ;) komen 

dibawah” is about a new video that will 

appear on the sunny youtube channel for 

BTS fans or commonly called ARMY. The 

speaker use English in word “guess” have 

meaning “menebak”  mixed code in the 

word is to use the Insertion between 

Indonesian and English word.  

Based on the example above, Sunny 

Dahye's Instagram is found to be mixed 

with codes, which is one of the things that 

underlies this research choice. And on 

every Instagram post, almost all of the 

captions used by sunny are mixed code. 

which means a temporary conclusion from 

Sunny Dahye, namely mixing the code 

into the writing style in Sunny Dahye's 

Instagram post. 

B. Formulation of the Problem 

Based on the background of the 

problem, the writer formulated the 

problem as follow: 

1. What are the forms of code-mixing used 

by Sunny Dahye on her instagram account? 

2. What are the reasons for using code-

mixing that used by Sunny Dahye? 

C. Limitation of the Problem 

In this research, the discussion was 

limited to code-mixing in the screenshot 

captions upload in Sunny's instagram 

account. The writer wants to analyze forms 

of code-mixing and reasons for using 

code-mixing that happened on Sunny's 

instagram. Then, finding the answer to the 

problem based on data. The forms of code-

mixing are such as noun, verb, adjective, 

adverb, conjunction. For the object of 

research, the writer takes some posting 

update by Sunny instagram account. 

D. Purpose of the Research  

1. To find out forms of code-mixing used 

by Sunny Dahye on her instagram account. 

2. To find out the reasons for using code-

mixing that used by Sunny Dahye. 



 
 

 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Sociolinguistics 

When we talk about sociolinguistics, 

there are two terms that catch our attention, 

namely "social" or "related to society" and 

"linguistic or" related to language ". 

Linguistics is the science that studies or 

talks about language, especially language 

elements such as phonemes, morphemes, 

words, sentences and the relationship 

between these elements including the 

nature and formation of these elements, 

while socio refers to the social word which 

has meaning relating to society, 

community groups and social functions. 

According to Nisa, (2019) 

“Sociolinguistics is the study of our daily 

lives - how language works in our casual 

conversations and the media we face, and 

the existence of societal norms, policies, 

and laws that discuss language”. 

“Language and society are like hands and 

gloves. They are interrelated because 

language cannot exist without society. 

Sociolinguistics can highlight the nature of 

language and the nature of society. We 

speak in different styles in different social 

contexts” (Wardhaugh & Fuller, 2015). 

“Sociolinguistics focuses on the use 

of language, namely what can be said in a 

particular language, by whom to whom, 

with whose presence, when and where in 

what ways and in what social conditions” 

(Kartini, 2019). Sociolinguistics itself can 

be used to communicate and interact with 

other people, besides that sociolinguistics 

can also be used as a guide in 

communicating by showing the language, 

variety of language or language style that 

should be used when talking to certain 

people. Rahmantika, (2019) said that 

"Sociology tries to find out how society 

occurs, takes place, and remains. By 

studying social institutions and all social 

problems in one society, they will know 

how to solve them with their environment, 

how they are. socializing, and placing 

oneself in their respective places in society. 

While linguistics is the field of science that 

studies language, or a field of science that 

takes language as the object of study ". 

From the above opinions it can be 

concluded that sociolinguistics is the study 

of language (linguistics) and the use of 

language in society in accordance with the 

context. 

B. Bilingualism  

Bilingualism is the ability to use two 

languages. To be able to use both 

languages, a person must really master the 

mother tongue as the first language, and 

another language as the second language. 

“The definitions of bilingualism range 

from minimal proficiency in two 

languages, to an advanced level of 

proficiency that enables speakers to 

function and appear as native speakers of 

two languages” (Franson, 2009). In 



 
 

 
 

bilingual situations a person will often 

change language or variety of languages, 

depending on the circumstances or needs 

of the language being used. “Bilingualism 

can be used for individuals bilingualism 

and can also be used for society 

bilingualism” (Rahmantika, 2019). This is 

based on the opinion that it is not 

sufficient to limit bilingualism as an 

individual property. Bilingualism must 

also be treated as belonging to the group 

because language itself is not limited as a 

means of connecting between individuals, 

but also a means of communication 

between groups.  

Individual bilingualism can be seen 

from various dimensions, such as the 

ability to speak two languages, cognitive 

organization (the placement of the memory 

of both languages in the brain), or the 

status of both languages for him. So, both 

the first and second language skills are the 

same (balanced bilinguality), and the first 

language ability is more dominant than the 

second language (dominant bilinguality), it 

is still called bilinguality. However, in this 

case there are differences of opinion, as 

there are differences in understanding 

about bilingualism. 

Bilinguality as a psychological 

condition is closely related to cognitive 

aspects. Lambert's research to measure the 

extent to which the ability in two 

languages affects intelligence shows that 

there is a misperception that children who 

are raised in bilingualism experience 

obstacles in their intellectual or intellectual 

development. This perception is based on 

the premise that bilingual children have to 

think in one language and speak in another, 

thus suffering mental errors. On the 

contrary, bilingual children in terms of IQ 

are higher than monolingual 

children(Ardyansyah, 2012). 

Moreover, bilingualism is believed 

that it only will cause "mental confusion" 

if two languages are learned at the same 

time. Furthermore, it is argued that 

monolingual children will perform better 

due to much amount of time in using one 

language for any settings. In other words, 

monolingual children have more exposure 

of the language learned, in which they 

have more time to practice and 

communicate the language as well (Zenab, 

2016). 

C. Code Mixing 

Code mixing is a sociolinguistic 

phenomenon that occurs in many 

situations or multilingual communities and 

is a strategy used for convenience and 

social interaction. According to Syafaat & 

Setiawan, (2019)“code mixing is often 

categorized as an act of illocution that the 

speaker / writer does not realize in 

conversations that occur naturally in life 

real and social media”. However, there is 

no norm that guides the level of mixing 



 
 

 
 

code, different communities and societies 

maintain it consciously or unconsciously 

because the level of mixing code is limited 

by the competencies possessed by each 

individual speaker. Then, the emergence of 

other languages in the same spoken or 

written text, this is a common phenomenon 

where two or more languages are used 

simultaneously which is often called code 

mixing. 

Code – mixing (CM) is shifting 

from one language to another in a 

conversation. It refers to the combination 

of several languages or dialects in the 

same conversation or sentence by bilingual 

people. We can find it in everyday practice 

among people in the world for various 

reasons and usually a unconscious activity. 

This language mixing is not a whole 

sentence, but can also occur in short 

phrases or words. Often occurs especially 

among the community in adolescents, they 

use their first language and their second 

language in different domains. they do this 

not only in their daily use but also on their 

social media. 

 Fanani & Ma’u (2018) state that 

code-mixing will occur if phrases or 

clauses that have been involved in a 

conversation consists of mixed phrases or 

clauses and each phrase or clause does not 

support their own function. For example, a 

speaker of Bahasa Indonesia inserts most 

fragments from his or her vernacular in a 

conversation. Thus, it might be considered 

that the speaker has performed codemixing. 

The apparent characteristic of code-mixing 

from the grammatical aspect is the mixture 

between two language systems into one 

sentence or phrase. In other words, the 

apparent characteristic of code-mixing is 

the intra-sentential code-switching. 

A state of language becomes 

different whenever people mix two (or 

more) languages or a variety of languages 

in that situation demands that mixing of 

languages. In such circumstances, only the 

casualty of the speakers and / or his habits 

are followed. Follow up such language is 

called code. In formal language situations, 

rarely there is code mixing. The 

characteristic that stands out from 

This code mix is casualness or 

situation informal. If there is a mixed code 

inside such circumstances, this is because 

there are no proper expressions in the 

language that is used, so it is necessary to 

use the word or expressions from other 

languages (foreign languages). The nature 

of code mixing is distinguished between 

interference with integrative sentences. 

Interference the inclusion of an element of 

a language into in another language that 

hasn't been absorbed, so Temporary 

(Gaguk Rudianto, 2008). 

D. Forms of Code Mixing: 

In this research, the writer focuses 

on code mixing that occurs in words, 



 
 

 
 

phrases and clauses. So the author uses a 

theory about the form of mixed code based 

on the form of words called part of speech. 

The word form or part of speech is the 

basic form in English to build a sentence. 

There are nine kinds of languages, namely 

nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, 

adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, 

interjection and the last is an abbreviation. 

1. Form of Word 

This form of word comes from 

Wilma Yulia's article. The forms of the 

word are: 

a. Noun  

Noun is a word which can occur as the 

subject or object of a verb or the related 

(complement) of a preposition. Used to 

name people, things, animals, places, and 

abstract concepts.  

b.  Adjective 

Adjective is a word that used to 

explain the character of noun or pronoun. 

The common adjectives that often used in 

daily conversation such as good, bad, 

beautiful, ugly, tall, short, small, old, new, 

kinds of color, smart, stupid etc 

c.  Verb  

Occurs as part of the predicate of a 

sentence, carries markers of grammatical 

categories such as tense, aspect, person, 

number, and refers to an action or state.  

d. Adverb  

A word that describes or adds to the 

meaning of a verb, an adjective, another 

adverb, or a sentence and which answered 

such as a question as how, where or when.  

e. Preposition  

Preposition is a word used with Noun, 

Pronoun and gerund to link the 

grammatically to other words. Preposition 

may express such meaning as possession 

(of), direction (to), place (at), time (before). 

Prepositions are combined with nouns or 

pronouns to form a phrase (prepositional 

phrase) that explains the verb, noun, or 

adjective. 

f. Conjunction  

Conjunction also connective. 

Conjunction is a words, phrase, or clause 

together, such as but, and, when, at last, 

besides, however, hence, then, ect, 

g. Interjection  

Interjection is a word which indicates 

an emotional state or attitude such as 

delight, surprise, shock and disgust, but 

which has no referential meaning. 

Interjection are often regarded as one of 

the part of speech. Example: “Alas, he 

failed.”, “Oy! Look at me!”, “ugh!”, 

“wow!”. 

h. Abbreviation 

An abbreviation is a shortened form of 

a written word or phrase. Abbreviations 

may be used to save space and time, to 

avoid repetition of long words and phrases, 

or simply to conform to conventional 

usage. Example: “USA” is an abbreviation 

of United State of America, “OTW” is an 



 
 

 
 

abbreviation of on the way, “UNICEF” is 

abbreviation of United Nations Children's 

Fund, and “BRB” is abbreviation of be 

right back. 

2. The Form of Phrase  

Phrase is a combination of two or 

more words that are non-predictative and 

are a grammatical unit. the phrase contains 

no finite verbs and does not have a subject-

predicate structure (Ivan Lanin 2016). 

3. The Form of Clause  

A clause is a grammatical unit in the 

form of a group of words, at least 

consisting of subject and predicate and has 

the potential to become a sentence. The 

clause forms a sentence or part of a 

sentence and often functions as a noun, 

adjective or adverb. There are two types of 

clauses, The first is an independent clause 

and the second is dependent clause. An 

independent clause is a complete sentence 

and contains the main subject and verb of 

the sentence (also known as the main 

clause). Even though a dependent clause is 

not a complete sentence, it must be linked 

to an independent clause (Ivan Lanin 

2016). 

E. Reason for Using Code Mixing 

When bilinguals switch or mix two 

languages, there might be motivation and 

reasons for code-switching and code-

mixing. For example, some bilinguals mix 

two languages when they cannot find 

proper words or expressions or when there 

is no appropriate translation for the 

language being used. Also, their 

interlocutors, situations, messages, 

attitudes, and emotions generate code-

mixing. 

According to Bhatia and Ritchie 

states four factors determine language 

choice and mixing on the part of bilinguals: 

(1) participants roles and relationship; (2) 

situational factors: discourse topic and 

language allocation; (3) message-intrinsic 

considerations, and (4) language attitudes 

including social dominance and security. 

1) Participant Roles and Relationship 

Bhatia and Ritchie stated that 

participant roles and relationships play a 

crucial role in bilinguals‟ unconscious 

agreement and disagreement on language 

choice. Agreement leads to language-

matching, which in turn reflects the nature 

of their perceived social relationship. That 

is, whether bilinguals code-mix or not 

depends on whom they talk to. As the 

bilinguals, interlocutors and their 

relationship with interlocutors affect their 

code-mixing 

2) Situational Factors 

Bhatia and Ritchie stated that some 

languages are viewed as more suited to 

particular participant/social groups, 

settings or topics than others. They also 

postulate that social variables such as class, 

religion, gender, and age can influence the 



 
 

 
 

pattern of language mixing and switching 

both qualitatively and quantitatively. 

METHOD 

This research method is descriptive 

qualitative. Qualitative descriptive 

research is research that seeks to describe a 

social phenomenon and aims to reveal 

facts, phenomena, variables and 

circumstances that occur during research. 

This research data is taken from photo or 

video captions on Sunny Dahye's 

Instagram social media which was 

uploaded from June to October 2020. The 

reason the author chose the data taken 

from Sunny Dahye's caption was because 

he often used mixed codes in write a 

caption on almost all uploads on his 

Instagram.  

Data sourced from Sunny Dahye's 

Instagram were 20 captions. Research data 

collection was carried out by means of 

documentation in the form of screenshots 

from uploaded photos or videos along with 

captions on Sunny Dahye's Instagram 

account. Then, from all the captions that 

have been collected are categorized based 

on the type of code mixing, then 

categorized based on the reasons and 

factors they use code mixing. 

RESULT 

In this section, the author will 

discuss and analyze code mixing such as 

noun, verb, adjective, and phrase used by 

Sunny Dahye from photo or video captions 

on her Instagram social media which were 

uploaded from June to October 2020. 

There are as many as 20 photo and video 

captions. The following is data and 

analysis: 

Caption 1 

In post-June 15, 2020, Sunny told 

about a dessert place. She calls himself a 

chameleon because of the color of the 

clothes he wears like the walls of the place. 

Then she asks the reader's favorite dessert, 

his favorite is Macaron. 

 

Sunny Dahye: jadi bunglon sama dinding 

di belakang. Komen di dessert favorit 

kalian kalo aku macaron. 

/To be a chameleon, just like the wall 

behind. Comment on your favorite dessert. 

I like macarons./ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “jadi bunglon sm dinding 



 
 

 
 

dibelakang. Komen di dessert favorit 

kalian kalo aku macaron.” Sunny use 

English word on her caption “dessert”. 

Word of “dessert” have meaning is 

“makanan penutup/pencuci mulut”. Word 

of “dessert” included the noun. So the 

kind of code-mixing in this caption is a 

noun. 

 

Caption 2 

In post-August 23, 2020, is about a 

new video that will appear on the sunny 

youtube channel for BTS fans or 

commonly called ARMY. 

 

 

Sunny Dahye: bisa guess video apa yang 

bakalan datang untuk temen-temen army? ;) 

komen dibawah ! 

 

/Can you guess what video will come for 

Army friends? ;) comment below/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “bisa guess video apa yang 

bakalan datang untuk temen-temen army? ;) 

komen dibawah !”. Sunny use English 

word on her caption “guess”. Word of 

“guess” have meaning is “menebak”. 

Word of “guess” included the verb. So the 

kind of code-mixing in this caption is a 

verb. 

 

Caption 3 

In post-October 5, 2020, is about 

sunny progress in flying yoga. 

 

Sunny Dahye: progress kelas flying yoga 

hari ini 

 

/progress in a flying yoga class today/ 

 



 
 

 
 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “progress kelas flying yoga 

hari ini”. The word of “progress” means 

“kemajuan”. word of “progress” included 

noun. So the kind of code-mixing in this 

caption is a noun. 

 

Caption 4 

In post-July 03, 2020, is about 

compares the first photo uploaded by 

sunny to the next one that was her disgrace. 

 

Sunny Dahye: versi upload di instagram 

vs. versi aib.. swipe ke samping buat lihat 

ekspresi aku. Kalian juga seperti ini ngga? 

Komen dibawah! 

 

/uploaded version on instagram vs. 

disgrace version .. swipe to the side to see 

my expression. Are you also like this? 

Comment below!/ 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “versi upload di instagram vs. 

versi aib.. swipe ke samping buat lihat 

ekspresi aku. Kalian juga seperti ini ngga? 

Komen dibawah!”. Word of “upload” is 

“unggah” and “swipe” is “geser”. both 

words are included verb. So the kind of 

code-mixing in this caption is a verb. 

 

Caption 5 

In post-July 11, 2020, is about 

sunny explaining the nature of his friends 

were super sweet and candid. She also said 

cant wait for next gathering. 

 

Sunny Dahye: ciwi-ciwi yang super ngga 

jaim and sweet hihi. @erna_limdaugh 

@amelia_tantono miss you guys already! 

Cant wait for our next gathering hihi 

 



 
 

 
 

/Girls who are super candid and sweet hihi. 

@erna_limdaugh @amelia_tantono miss 

you guys already! Cant wait for our 

next gathering hihi / 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “ciwi-ciwi yang super ngga 

jaim and sweet hihi. @erna_limdaugh 

@amelia_tantono miss you guys already! 

Cant wait for our next gathering hihi”. 

Statement of “and sweet” means “dan 

manis”. This statement included phrase. 

Statement of “miss you guys already! 

Cant wait for our next gathering” 

included clause. This clause means that 

sunny has missed her friends and can't wait 

to see her friends again. So the kind of 

code-mixing in this caption are phrase and 

caluse. 

 

Caption 6 

In post-September 16, 2020, is 

about sunny telling her YouTube friend. in 

the past sunny was only a fan and could 

only watch her youtube channel, now 

sunny can meet her even collaborate to 

create content together. 

 

Sunny Dahye: quality time with lovely 

@kang_naraa temen youtube yang awal 

nya aku fansgirling nonton lewat channel 

nya doang trus skrng bisa ketemu dan 

temenan seneng banget,, super funny, 

sweet, down-to-earth dan banyak banget 

kita mirip nya. Vlog collab kita tentang 

korea utara coming soon! Ayo tebak di 

komen kita collab apa kali ini? 

 

/quality time with lovely @kang_naraa, a 

youtube friend who at first I was a fan of 

watching through his channel only now I 

can meet and friends are very happy ,, 

super funny, sweet, down-to-earth and 

we really like him. Our vlog collab about 

North Korea is coming soon! Come on, 

guess in our comments what collab this 

time?/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 



 
 

 
 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “quality time with lovely 

@kang_naraa temen youtube yang awal 

nya aku fansgirling nonton lewat channel 

nya doang trus skrng bisa ketemu dan 

temenan seneng banget,, super funny, 

sweet, down-to-earth dan banyak banget 

kita mirip nya. Vlog collab kita tentang 

korea utara coming soon! Ayo tebak di 

komen kita collab apa kali ini?”.   

Statement of  “quality time with lovely” 

means “waktu berharga bersama si cantik”. 

This statement included phrase. The word 

of  “fansgirling” means “penggemar”, 

“channel” means “saluran” and “collab” 

means “kolaborasi”.  Word of fansgirling, 

channel, and collab included noun.  The 

word of “super funny, sweet, down-to-

earth” means “sangat menyenangkan, 

manis, dan rendah hati”. This word 

included adjective. The next word is “Vlog 

collab” means “kolaborasi blog vidio”. 

This word included phrase. The last one is 

“coming soon” means “segera akan 

datang”. This word included phrase 

(preposition phrase). So the kind of code-

mixing in this caption are a phrase, noun, 

and adjective 

 

Caption 7 

In post- september 19, 2020, is 

about sunny who just arrived in Jeju and 

feels happy to be able to take the time to 

create a video blog with her friends. 

 

Sunny Dahye: HALO JEJU! Baru sampai 

kemarin di jeju dan seneng banget bisa 

vlog dan juga spend time bareng sama 

temen-temen @julliana.j.cho @donginseol 

hari ini! Vlog bakalan up di 

SunnyandChris so coming soon! Biasanya 

kalo udah JEJU kalian kepikiran apa? 

Komen di bawah! 

 

/HELLO JEJU! Just arrived yesterday in 

Jeju and I am really happy to be able to 

vlog and also spend time with my friends 

@ julliana.j.cho @donginseol today! Vlog 

will be up at Sunnyand Chris so coming 

soon! Usually, what do you think about 

JEJU? Comment below!/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “HALO JEJU! Baru sampai 



 
 

 
 

kemarin di jeju dan seneng banget bisa 

vlog dan juga spend time bareng sama 

temen-temen @julliana.j.cho @donginseol 

hari ini! Vlog bakalan up di 

SunnyandChris so coming soon! Biasanya 

kalo udah JEJU kalian kepikiran apa? 

Komen di bawah!”. The word of “vlog” 

means “blog vidio”. Word of “vlog” 

included noun. The word of “up” means 

“naik”. Word of “up” included adverb. 

The word of “so coming soon” means 

“jadi segera akan datang”. Word of “so 

coming soon” included preposition phrase. 

So the kind of code-mixing in this caption 

are a noun, adverb, and  phrase. 

 

Caption 8 

In post-july 03, 2020, is about 

flashback to the time of sunny's long hair. 

she misses her long hair, she explained that 

it has been almost 3 years that her hair has 

been short. 

 

Sunny dahye: jaman rambut panjang. 

udah hampir 3 tahun aku rambut pendek. 

Apa panjangin kali ini ya guys? Udah 

lama aku ngga lihat diri sendiri rambut 

panjang, sambil liat foto ini kaya liat orang 

lain. Asing banget 

 

/long hair era. It's been almost 3 years I 

have short hair. Or lengthen your hair this 

time guys? It's been a long time since I 

saw myself with long hair, while looking 

at this photo like seeing other people. So 

foreign/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “jaman rambut panjang. udah 

hampir 3 tahun aku rambut pendek. Apa 

panajangin kali ini ya guys? Udah lama 

aku ngga lihat diri sendiri rambut panjang, 

sambil liat foto ini kaya liat orang lain. 

Asing banget”. The word of “guys” means 

“kawan”.  Word of  “guys” included noun. 

So the kind of code-mixing in this caption 

is a noun 

 

Caption 9 

In post-October  20, 2020, is about 

sunny asked her followers. about the books 

she holds whether they are bought or made 

into property. 



 
 

 
 

 

Sunny Dahye: tebak aku beli buku yang 

aku pegang atau tidak? Atau aku jadiin 

prop buat foto. Btw long time ngga pake 

baju warna hitam hihi 

 

/Guess I bought the book I held or not? Or 

I can make a photo prop. By the way, it's 

been a long time since I wore black 

clothes hihi/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “tebak aku beli buku yang aku 

pegang atau tidak? Atau aku jadiin prop 

buat foto. Btw long time ngga pake baju 

warna hitam hihi”. The word of “Btw long 

time” means “by the way long time” and 

the meaning is “ngomong-ngomong, lama”. 

Word of “Btw long time” included phrase. 

So the kind of code-mixing in this caption 

is a phrase. 

 

Caption 10 

In post-October  24, 2020, is about 

sunny who explains that she is not the best 

at dancing. the dance was much requested 

by followers sunny so she made it on 

tiktok. 

 

Sunny Dahye: certainly not the best in 

dancing hahaha. Karena banyak yang 

request kemarin hihi tiktok id: 

sunnyandchris 

 

/Certainly not the best in dancing 

hahaha. Because many request yesterday 

hihi tiktok id: sunnyandchris/ 

 

From the Screenshot video Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “certainly not the best in 



 
 

 
 

dancing hahaha. Karena banyak yang 

request kemarin hihi tiktok id: 

sunnyandchris”. The statement of 

“certainly not the best in dancing means 

“tentu bukan yang terbaik dalam menari”. 

Statement of “certainly not the best in 

dancing included phrase.  So the kind of 

code-mixing in this caption is a phrase. 

 

Caption 11 

In post-October 8, 2020, is about 

her meeting her friend at a restaurant and 

the next vlog that will be present. 

 

 

Sunny Dahye: Hari ini hari off day aku ! 

Seneng bisa catchup sama temen dan 

makan di resto gemes ! Vlog bakalan 

coming soon seminggu aku makan apa aja 

hihi 

 

/Today is my day off! Nice to catchup 

with my friend at the chic restaurant ! Vlog 

will be coming soon what I eat in a week 

hihi/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “Hari ini hari off day aku ! 

Seneng bisa catchup sama temen dan 

makan di resto gemes ! Vlog bakalan 

coming soon seminggu aku makan apa aja 

hihi”. Sunny use English words on her 

caption “off day”, “catchup”, and 

“coming soon”. Word of “off day” have 

meaning is “libur”, word of “catchup” 

have meaning is “bertemu”, and word of 

“coming soon” have meaning is “segera 

hadir”. Word of “off day” included the 

noun, word of “catchup” included the 

noun, word of “coming soon” included the 

phrase (preposition phrase). So the kind of 

code-mixing in this caption is a noun. 

 

Caption 12 

In post-June 10, 2020, is about a 

new video that will be uploaded for her 

fans or commonly called Sunshine. 



 
 

 
 

 

Sunny Dahye: Karena kemarin2 temen-

temen Sunshine pada Request Lathi 

challenge aku bakalan up hari ini di 

youtube channel aku ! siapa yang excited? 

Dan kalo ada challenge lain jangan lupa 

komen di bawah yaa @weird.genius 

#lathichallenge 

 

/Because a few days ago Sunshine friends 

Request Lathi challenge I will be up (the 

video) today on my youtube channel ! 

who is excited? And if there is other 

challenge don’t forget to comment below  

@weird.genius #lathichallenge/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “Karena kemarin2 temen-

temen Sunshine pada Request Lathi 

challenge aku bakalan up hari ini di 

youtube channel aku ! siapa yang excited? 

Dan kalo ada challenge lain jangan lupa 

komen di bawah yaa @weird.genius 

#lathichallenge”. Sunny use English words 

on her caption “request”, “up”, “channel”, 

“excited”, and “challenge”. Word of 

“request” have meaning is “meminta”, 

word of “up” have meaning is “terbit”, 

word of “channel” have meaning is 

“saluran”, word of “excited” have 

meaning is “heboh”, and word of 

“challenge” have meaning is “tantangan”. 

Word of “request” included the verb, 

word of “up” included the adverb, word of 

“channel” included the noun, word of 

“excited” included the adjective, and word 

of “challenge” included the noun. So the 

kind of code-mixing in this caption are a 

verb, an adverb, a noun, and an 

adjective. 

 

Caption 13 

In post-June 10, 2020, is about her 

wanting to make Lathi Challenge by Weird 

Genius with her own version. 



 
 

 
 

 

Sunny Dahye: Siapa yang udah nonton 

video aku di Youtube ? Aku pengen bikin 

@weird.genius Lathi Challenge dengan 

arah yang sedikit berbeda bagi yang ingin 

tau arti di balik challenge versi aku jangan 

lupa untuk nonton di Youtube Channel 

aku yaaa #lathichallenge #lathi 

 

Directed, shot and edited by @chrisokano 

Video inspired by @jharnabhagwani 

/Who has watched my video on Youtube ? 

I want to make @weird.genius Lathi 

Challenge in slightly different way for 

those who want to know the meaning 

behind my version of challange don’t 

forget to watch on my Youtube Channel 

#lathichallenge #lathi 

 

Directed, shot and edited by @chrisokano 

Video inspired by @jharnabhagwani/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “Siapa yang udah nonton 

video aku di Youtube ? Aku pengen bikin 

@weird.genius Lathi Challenge dengan 

arah yang sedikit berbeda bagi yang ingin 

tau arti di balik challenge versi aku jangan 

lupa untuk nonton di Youtube Channel 

aku yaaa #lathichallenge #lathi 

Directed, shot and edited by @chrisokano 

Video inspired by @jharnabhagwani”. 

Sunny use English words on her caption 

“video”, “challenge”, and “channel”. 

Word of “video” have meaning is “vidio”, 

word of “challenge” have meaning is 

“tantangan”, and word of “channel” have 

meaning is “saluran”. Word of “video” 

included the noun, word of “challenge” 

included the noun, word of “channel” 

included the noun. So the kind of code-

mixing in this caption is a noun. 

 

Caption 14 

In post-August 15, 2020, is about 

her telling her followers that they can see 

the missed makeup look in this one of her 

post. 



 
 

 
 

 

Sunny Dahye: Kemarin sempet share di 

story GRWM one brand @bobbibrownid 

dan bagi yang kelewatan bisa lihat di post 

ini untuk achieve this kind of look 

sebenernya ngga lama guys cepet dan 

gampang dan everyone can do it. 

Makeup yang bikin kita nyaman dan 

percaya diri #bobbibrownid 

#confidentbeauty 

 

/Yesterday I had share one brand 

@bobbibrownid in GRWM story and for 

those who missed it can see in this post for 

achieve this kind of look actually doing 

this is not long guys it’s fast and easy and 

everyone can do it. Makeup that makes us 

comfortable and confident #bobbibrownid 

#confidentbeauty/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “Kemarin sempet share di 

story GRWM one brand @bobbibrownid 

dan bagi yang kelewatan bisa lihat di post 

ini untuk achieve this kind of look 

sebenernya ngga lama guys cepet dan 

gampang dan everyone can do it. 

Makeup yang bikin kita nyaman dan 

percaya diri #bobbibrownid 

#confidentbeauty”. Sunny use English 

words on her caption “share”, “story”, 

“GRWM”, “one brand”, “post”, 

“achieve this kind of look”, “guys” 

“everyone can do it”, and “makeup”. 

Word of “share” have meaning is 

“bagikan”, word of “story” have meaning 

is “cerita”, word of “GRWM” stands for 

Get Ready With Me have meaning is 

“bersiaplah dengan saya”, words of “one 

brand” have meaning is “satu merek”, 

word of “post” have meaning is 

“menempatkan”, words of “achieve this 

kind of look” have meaning is “mencapai 

tampilan seperti ini”, word od “guys” have 

meaning is “orang”, words of “everyone 

can do it” have meaning is “semua orang 

dapat melakukannya”, and word of 

“makeup” have meaning is “riasan”. 

Word of “share” included the verb, word 

of “story” included the noun, word of 

“GRWM” included the abbreviation, word 

of “one brand” included the noun, word 

of “post” included the verb, word of 

“achieve this kind of look” included the 



 
 

 
 

phrase, word of “guys” included the noun, 

word of “everyone can do it” included the 

clause, and “makeup” included the noun. 

So the kind of code-mixing in this caption 

are a verb, a noun, an abbreviation, a 

phrase and clause. 

 

Caption 15 

In post-September 16, 2020, is 

about her playing a game with VAV. 

 

Sunny Dahye: Siapa yang udah nonton 

collab aku sama @vav_official ?? kita asik 

banget main game ngeja nama cewek 

Indonesia loh guys ! ^_^ ayo go go lucu 

banget jamin will make your day  hihi 

thank you VAV! It was super fun ! 

 

/Who has watched my collab with 

@vav_official ?? We have fun playing a 

game to spell Indonesian women’s names 

guys ! ^_^ Come on go go very funny it 

guaranteed will make your day hihi 

thank you VAV! It was super fun !/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “Siapa yang udah nonton 

collab aku sama @vav_official ?? kita asik 

banget main game ngeja nama cewek 

Indonesia loh guys ! ^_^ ayo go go lucu 

banget jamin will make your day  hihi 

thank you VAV! It was super fun !”. 

Sunny use English words on her caption 

“collab”, “game”, “guys”, “go”, “will 

make your day”, and “thank you”. Word 

of “collab” have meaning is “kolaborasi”, 

word of “game” have meaning is 

“permainan”, word of “guys” have 

meaning is “orang”, words of  “will make 

your day” have meaning is “akan 

membuat harimu bahagia”, words of “It 

was super fun” have meaning is “itu 

sangat menyenangkan” and word of 

“thank you” have meaning is “terima 

kasih”. Word of “collab” included the 

noun, word of “game” included the noun, 

word of “guys” included the noun, word of 

“go” included the verb, word of “will 

make your day” included the clause, and 

“thank you” included the exclamation. So 

the kind of code-mixing in this caption are 

a noun, a verb, a clause and an 

exclamation. 



 
 

 
 

 

Caption 16 

In post-September 29, 2020, is 

about flying yoga that the sport she likes 

and tells how she feels after doing flying 

yoga. 

 

Sunny Dahye: Flying yoga @onda_j_ 

@sin_yoga suka banget ngga cuman dia 

bikin badan fit dan sehat tapi juga bener2 

bisa healing bikin mental kita juga tenang 

dan bahagia. Olahraga apa yang biasanya 

kalian lakuin pas jam kosong? Komen di 

bawah ! outfit @conchwear 

 

/Flying yoga @onda_j_ @sin_yoga I 

really like it. It doesn’t just make our body 

fit and health but it also healing, make us 

mentally calm and happy. What sport do 

you do on free time? Comment below ! 

outfit @conchwear/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “Flying yoga @onda_j_ 

@sin_yoga suka banget ngga cuman dia 

bikin badan fit dan sehat tapi juga bener2 

bisa healing bikin mental kita juga tenang 

dan bahagia. Olahraga apa yang biasanya 

kalian lakuin pas jam kosong? Komen di 

bawah ! outfit @conchwear”. Sunny use 

English words on her caption “fit”, 

“healing”, “outfit”. Word of “fit” have 

meaning is “sehat”, word of “healing” 

have meaning is “penyembuhan”, and 

word of “outfit” have meaning is 

“pakaian”. Word of “fit” included the 

adjective, word of “healing” included the 

noun, and “outfit” included the noun. So 

the kind of code-mixing in this caption are 

an adjective, and a noun. 

 

Caption 17 

In post-September 20, 2020, is 

about a big project of House of Hur that 

she has with her friends. 



 
 

 
 

 

Sunny Dahye: Team @houseofhur girls ! 

proyek terbesar House of Hur ! Coming 

soon bersama @jinihyeon_ @kang_naraa 

bisa tebak apa ? #hurfam #hurgirls 

#allabouthur 

 

/Team @houseof hur girls ! big project of 

House of Hur ! Coming soon with 

@jinihyeon_ @kang_naraa can you guess 

what? #hurfam #hurgirls #allabouthur/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “Team @houseof hur girls ! 

big project of House of Hur ! Coming 

soon with @jinihyeon_ @kang_naraa 

could you guess what?”. Sunny use 

English words on her caption “team”, 

“girls”, and “coming soon”. Word of 

“team” have meaning is “tim”, word of 

“girls” have meaning is “perempuan”, and 

word of “coming soon” have meaning is 

“segera hadir”. Word of “team” included 

the noun, word of “girls” included the 

noun, and words of “coming soon” 

included the phrase (preposition phrase). 

So the kind of code-mixing in this caption 

is a noun. 

 

Caption 18 

In post-July 31, 2020, is about 

announcement that there will be a new 

playlist about her and her boyfriend new 

chapter on their youtube channel. 

 

Sunny Dahye: Excited with this new 

chapter bakalan ada playlist baru di 

channel SunnyandChris mengenai 

chapter baru kami jangan lupa turn on 

notifikasi biar bisa paling gercep nonton 

episode2 yang akan datang yaaaa btw pre-



 
 

 
 

episode udah up di channel kami ! Siapa 

udah nonton? Angkat tangaaan hehehe 

 

@_sweetfilm @petitecycys @chan_rang 

 

/Excited with this new chapter there will 

be a new playlist on channel 

SunnyandChris it is about our new 

chapter don’t forget to turn on 

notification so you can be the fastest to 

watch episodes that will be comes up btw 

pre-episode has already up on our 

channel ! Who has watched it? Rise your 

hand hehehe 

 

@_sweetfilm @petitecycys @chan_rang/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “Excited with this new 

chapter bakalan ada playlist baru di 

channel SunnyandChris mengenai 

chapter baru kami jangan lupa turn on 

notifikasi biar bisa paling gercep nonton 

episode2 yang akan datang yaaaa btw pre-

episode udah up di channel kami ! Siapa 

udah nonton? Angkat tangaaan hehehe 

@_sweetfilm @petitecycys @chan_rang”. 

Sunny use English words on her caption 

“Excited with this new chapter”, 

“channel”, “playlist”, “chapter”, “turn 

on”, “btw”, “pre-episode”, and “up”. 

Word of “Excited with this new chapter” 

have meaning is “heboh dengan bab baru 

ini”, word of “channel” have meaning is 

“saluran”, word of “playlist” have 

meaning is “daftar putar”, word of 

“chapter” have meaning is “bab”, word of  

“turn on” have meaning is “menyalakan”, 

word of “btw” stands for by the way have 

meaning is “omong-omong”, word of 

“pre-episode” have meaning is “pra-

episode”, and word of “up” have meaning 

is “terbit”. Word of “Excited with this 

new chapter” included the phrase, word 

of “channel” included the noun, word of 

“playlist” included the noun, word of 

“chapter” included the noun, word of 

“turn on” included the verb, word of 

“pre-episode” included the noun, and 

word of “up” included the adverb. So the 

kind of code-mixing in this caption are a 

phrase, a verb, a noun, and an adverb. 

 

Caption 19 

In post-July 30, 2020, is about a 

big news that will be on her Youtube 

channel. 



 
 

 
 

 

Sunny Dahye: BIG NEWS besok jangan 

lupa pantengin besok di channel 

SunnyandChris ya guys. Tebak apa ayo? 

@_sweetfilm @petitecycys @chan_rang 

 

/There is a BIG NEWS tomorrow don’t 

forget to watch it on SunnyandChris 

channel guys. Come on guest what is it? 

 

@_sweetfilm @petitecycys @chan_rang/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “BIG NEWS besok jangan 

lupa pantengin besok di channel 

SunnyandChris ya guys. Tebak apa ayo? 

@_sweetfilm @petitecycys @chan_rang”. 

Sunny use English words on her caption 

“big news”. Word of “big news” have 

“berita besar”, and word of “channel” 

have meaning is “saluran”. Word of “big 

news” included the noun, and word of 

“channel” included the noun. So the kind 

of code-mixing in this caption are an 

adjective, and a noun. 

 

Caption 20 

In post-June 21, 2020, is about her 

fixed bangs and meeting with her friend, 

and also mentioned what lippie brand that 

she using on that day.  

 

Sunny Dahye: Benerin poni dan hari 

dimana RBF aku keluar catching up with 

my love @minnieju it’s been way too 

long huhu. On my lips @gobancosmetics 

Melted Matte Lip in Monday all time fave 

dari line ini soalnya girly banget dan 

cocok sama warna rambut aku 

/Fixing the bangs and the day where my 

RBF comes up catching up with my love 

@minnieju it’s been way too long huhu. 



 
 

 
 

On my lips @gobancosmetics Melted 

Matte Lip in Monday all time fave from 

this line because it’s so girly and fit with 

my hair colour/ 

 

From the Screenshot photo Sunny, 

the writer can find code-mixing between 

Indonesian and English language. Sunny 

statement is “Benerin poni dan hari dimana 

RBF aku keluar catching up with my 

love @minnieju it’s been way too long 

huhu. On my lips @gobancosmetics 

Melted Matte Lip in Monday all time fave 

dari line ini soalnya girly banget dan 

cocok sama warna rambut aku”. Sunny use 

English words on her caption “RBF”, 

“catching up with my love”, “it’s been 

way too long”, “On my lips”,  “all time 

fave”, “line”, and “girly”. Word of “RBF” 

stand for Resting B*tch Face have 

meaning is “wajah jutek”, words of 

“catching up with my love” have 

meaning is “bertemu dengan yang saya 

cintai”, words of “it’s been way too long” 

have meaning is “ini sudah terlalu lama”, 

words of “On my lips” have meaning is 

“di bibir saya”, words of “all the time 

fave” have meaning is “kesukaan 

sepanjang waktu”, word of “line” have 

meaning is “baris”, and word of “girly” 

have meaning is “ke-perempuanan”. Word 

of “RBF” included the abbreviation, words 

of “Catching up with my love” included 

the clause, word of “it’s been a way too 

long” included the phrase, word of “On 

my lips” included the phrase, word of “all 

the time” included the phrase, word of 

“line” included the noun, and “girly” 

included the adjective. So the kind of 

code-mixing in this caption are an 

abbreviation, a phrase, a noun and an 

adjective. 

DISCUSSION 

From the results of the analysis 

above, it can be concluded that in the 

Sunny post caption there are various forms 

of code mixing. To find out the reason for 

using mixed code in Sunny Instagram 

captions, the author looks from the 

background of Sunny Dahye's life. 

Sunny Dahye was born to a father 

and mother who are South Korean citizens. 

Sunny is good at speaking Indonesian 

because she spent his childhood up to high 

school in Bali. He also completed his 

studies at the Law Faculty of Gajah Mada 

University, Yogyakarta. After graduating 

from college, Sunny moved to South 

Korea to work at a TV station, and has 

become a Youtuber. 

From YouTube, Sunny made 

videos in English. Then one day she felt 

that sometimes there was a language 

problem and Sunny was native to 

Indonesian because Indonesian has 

become the mother tongue of Sunny. 

Sunny Dahye also decided to make 

content in Indonesian. Besides making it 



 
 

 
 

easier for viewers from Indonesia, she also 

wants her mother to easily understand the 

video content (Febriani, 2020). 

From this background, the author 

can conclude that the reason for using 

mixed code in every sunny Instagram post 

is because sunny's mother tongue is 

Indonesian. And the use of English is to 

make it easier for Korean friends to 

understand what sunny wrote in her 

Instagram caption. 

CONCLUSION 

Language has an important role in 

the process of human interaction with each 

other. Language also plays an important 

role as the main topic that determines the 

success or failure of a communication. 

Language is closely related to how people 

communicate with each other. So, in 

learning a language we are also tied to 

people or society. Currently the use of 

code mixing has become commonplace on 

social media such as Facebook, Instagram, 

Twitter, WhatsApp and YouTube. 

Sometimes they mix languages in 

conversation, either directly or indirectly. 

The use of a combination of languages 

from Indonesian to English is not a taboo 

anymore. Reason for Using Code Mixing 

are participant roles and relationship, and 

situational factors. As though Sunny 

Dahye who is a Youtuber, she uses a code 

mixing in her captions. She did it because 

sometimes she encountered problems in 

language, because since she was little she 

had lived in Indonesia. In addition, she 

also wants her fans in Indonesia to better 

understand what she wants to convey, even 

though she uses a code mixing. 
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